[Research on thermal dose for high intensity focused ultrasound treatment based on the temperature-map of magnetic resonance imaging].
Based on the T-map of MRI, this research sought to address the relationship between the simulated threshold thermal dose of coagulation and actual the coagulation on histological slides. The MR imaging guided HIFU system was used, the parameters of therapeutic transducer were: frequency--1 MHz, diameter--150 mm, and focal length--150 mm. In fresh beef liver tissue in vitro, sonications were delivered at a fixed depth of 20 mm and at varying powers. The temperature-sensitive MR images obtained during the sonications were used to estimate the temperature, and the thermal dosage of each voxel in the target region was calculated. The thermal dosage of each voxel was compared with the reference threshold thermal dosage, so as to calculate the boundary and area of the coagulated tissue. After the exposure, the tissue was dissected along the maximal section of the coagulation necrosis, and the area of the biological focal region was measured. The occurrence of tissue damage correlated well with the equivalent thermal dose calculation based on the T-mapping of MRI, and they share the same variation tendency. The equivalent thermal dose calculation based on the T-Map of MRI correlates well with the actual tissue damage, and so an index to predict the threshold for tissue damage in vivo is provided. This index offers improved online control over minimally invasive thermal treatments and increases the security of the therapy.